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Activities of the Section on Statistical Education at the 
1989 Joint Statistical Meetings 

. August 6-10, Washington,D.C .. 

(Editor's note:. The following is a list of the events scheduled by the Section on Statistical Education 
at the Joint Statistical Meetings A ugust6-1 0; 1989, in .W·ashington~ D.C. Meetings ofparticular interest· 
to members of the committee on statistical consulting education are in boldface. A reminder that the" 
committee is about to obtain subsection status depending on your vote. Please send in your ballots.! Our 
thanks to 1989 program chair Jim Calvin, University of Iowa, for supplying this infoimation and for his 
hard work on the program.) 

Invited Sessions: 
(1) Statistical Analysis with Missing Data-Educational Issues 

Time: Sunday, Aug. 6, 4:00pm 
Organizer/chair: Janice Derr,Penn State 
Panel Members: Ron Helms, U. of North Carolina; Donald B. Rubin, Harvard U.; 

Mark D. Schlueter, Cleveland Clinic Foundation; Robert Woolson, U. of Iowa 
Discussant: Roderick J.A. Little, UCLA 

(2) Education for Industry 
Time: Monday, Aug. 7, 1O:30am 
Organizer/chair: Richard Schleusener, Eastman Kodak 
Speakers: Soren Bisgaard, U. of Wisconsin; Thomas Boardman, Colorado State U.; 

Rob Stiratelli, Rohm & Haas Co. 

Discussant: J.Stuart Hunter, private consultant 
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(3) Undergraduate Statistical Education: Inventing aBetter Wheel 
. Time: Wednesday, Aug. 9, 8:30am 

Organizer/chair: Robert Stephenson, Iowa State U. 
Speakers: Richard Scheaffer, U. of Florida; JohnNeter, U. of Georgia; 

Walter Pirie, VPI & State U. 

Discussant: David Moore, Purdue U. 


(4) Concepts vs. Calculations 
. Time: Tuesday, Aug. 8, 4:00pm 

Organizer/chair: Elisa Lee; U. of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center 
Speakers: Ronald G. Marks, U. of Florida; Kerry Lee, Duke U.; 

Harry Khamis, Wright State U. 

Discussant: James R.Boen, U. of Minnesota 


(5) Use of Computers in Statistical Education 
Tir.he~'Monday,:Aug~,q,'10:30am·. ' 
Organizer: John Boling, SAS Institute . 
Speakers: William Kennedy, Iowa State U.; Chapman Gleason, U.S. Dept of Justice; 

John Boling, SAS Institute 
(6) Statistical Education 


Time: Wednesday. Au~2illQpnl___._..___ 


i Organizer: J. Wanzer Drane, U. of South Carolina 
I Chair: Richard L. Anderson, Statistical Consultants, Inc.' I 

Speakers: Gottfried R Noeilier,U. of Connecticut; Robert V.Hogg,U. ofIowa; 
Patrick L. Odell, BaylorU. 

Discussartt:Paul Minton, private consultant 
(7) Teaching'Bf6statistiCs~Past,PTesent and Future 

Time: Thursday, Aug. 10, 8:30am 
Organizer/chair: Allen Reed, Wayne State U.· 
Speakers: Dick Cornell, U. of Michigan; Beth Dawson, Southern IllinoisU. School of 

Medicine; Stan Azen, Preventive Medicine Dept., U. of South CarQlina 
Discussant: Ted Colton, Boston·U. . 

(8) Making StatistiCs More Effective in Schools of Business 
Time: Monday, Aug. 7, 2:00pm 
Oranizer/chair: George 'C. Tiao, U. of Chicago 
Speakers: Robert B. Miller, U. of Wisconsin; Roger L. Wright; U. of Michigan 

(9) Quality and Productivity Case Studies 
Time: Sunday, Aug. 6, 2:00pm 
Organizer: Raghu Kacker, National Institute of Standards & Technology 
Chair: Eric Lagergren, National Institute of Standards & Technology 
Speakers: Thomas W. Nolan, Associates in Process Improvement; Clifton Young, 

U. of Waterloo; C.R. Owen, ALCO Corporation 
Discussant: Bob Lochner, Bob Golomski and Associates· 
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(10) Statistical Thinking and Productivity 

Time: Monday, Aug. 7, 4:00pm 

Organizer/chair: Karl Peace, Warner-Lambert Co. 

Speakers:W. Edwards Deming, BrianL. Joiner, G.E.P. Box 

DiScussant: J. Stuart Hunter 


Contributed Paper Sessions: 
(1)" Statistical Consulting in Practice, Tuesday, Aug. 8, 1O:30am 
(2) Developing University Programs in Statistics, Monday, Aug. 7, 4:00pm 
(3) New Approaches toTeaching and Effects ofLanguage on Education, Wed., Aug. 9, 1O:30am 
(4) New Directions in Education Statistics, Tuesday, Aug. 8, 10:30am . 
(5) Statistical Education Section Poster Sessions. Wednesday, Aug. 9, 12:00pm 

Section on Statistical Education Roungtable Luncheon: 
(I) Undergraduate Education for Biostatistics Majors-The UNC-CHExperience 

Discussion Leader: Craig D. Turnbull, U. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
(2) Teaching Statistics in a High-Tech Classroom 


Discussion Leader: Robert E. Johnson, Virginia Commonwealth U. 

(3) Getting Credit for Statistical Consulting in Academia 


. Discussion Leader: Barbara L. Mann, Wright StateU. 

(4) Accreditation forUnde:rgraduaiiStarlstics Programs: .Who WIll do it? 


DiScussion Leader: James R. Thompson, Rice U. 

(5) The Generic Ph.D. Statistics Program: Is it an Anachronism? 


Discussion Leader: Daniel L. Solomon, North Carolilla State U. 

(6) Teaching Statistics on Television: Pre-taped "units" versus live lectures via satellite 

Discussion Leader: James M. Davenpoit, Virginia Cmnmonwealth U. 
(7) Post-Doctoral Statistics Programs for Medical Professionals 


Discussion Leader: Richard G. Cornell, U. of Michigan 


Meetingof the Committee on Statistical Consulting Education 
Sunday, Aug. 6, 6:30pm, Embassy Room of the Omni-Shoreham Hotel 
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Knowledge Engineering and Statistical Expert Systems 
(part two of three) 

Robert J. Boncella 

Washburn University 


(Editor's note: This is another installment in the series "Statistical Expert Systems: Will they make 
Consultants Obsolete?" This second of three installments by Boncella look at this question from the 
perspective of the knowledge engineer, one who carries out the analysis and design necessary for the 
implementation of knowledge based systems.), 

In the last issue of The Statistical Consultant we presented the general architecture of an expert 
system, and discussed the inference procedure that may be used with a knowledge base. In this 
installment we formally describe the knowledge base. In particular we will discuss howthe knowledge 
is represented, what knowledge may be represented, and where and how this knowledge is acquired. 

The core of the knowledge base will consist of a number of IF _TIIEN_ type rules. Their physical 
representation will depend upon the expert sys~em shell chosen to implement the system. The formal 
representation of these rules will be of simple or compound antecedents and a single consequent. 

In essence,the inference procedures search through this knowledge.base by asking the user for 
information. This information has to d() with the antecedents. The inference procedure may suppose a 
consequenlJa fallacioJJ£im:nu:l[reasoning called abduction}-and~then"'--queto/'"tlw-'llsef-J()f-it1femlatiE>nr----~
that will satisfy.the antecedents for this consequent. However, the inference proeedurefirst may ask a 

1 series ofquestions relevant to some sub-domain and then, based upon the answers, search the knowledge 
base for a rule whose antecedents are satist!fied by this information. These types of reasoning are 
formally called backward chaining andforward chaining, respectively. 

Forward chaining tends to be used in a consu1t~mtlconsu1tee paradigm. In this type of expert system 
there will be a distinction among rule types. Formally they will still be IF.:_THEN_ types, but they will 

. function differently in carrying out the search of the knowledge base. In a statistical expert system that 
uses forward chaining we may distinguish between statistician rules and consultant rules. 

An example of such a system is the Statistical Expert System for Simulation Analysis (SESSA) 
(Mellichamp and Park (1989)). This system was designed to be a tool to aid those who want to use ,. 
simulation as a methop. ofanalysis but do not have the necessary statistical background. The main menu 
allows the user to select the desired consultant rule: 

1. Collecting data to estimate values for input variables 
2. Estimating values for input variables 
3. Identifying standard distributions for input variables 
4. Comparing model response estimates to system estimates 
5. Assessing the impact of initial conditions 
6. Determining run length and number of replications 
7. Estimating response variable values from output 
8. Constructing confidence intervals for estimates , 
9: Associating standard distributions with response variables' 

.! 
10. Comparing output form alternative designs 
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(Of course, the menu selections must make sense to the user, which in this case would be an industrial 
engineer.) Once a selection is made, a "top rule" is selected that will prompt the user forinformation 
relevant to the user's menu selection. The following is an example of the top rule selected for menu item 
7. Th.is top rule is presented here in ordinary English. Its formal representation would depend on the 

. implementation language used. . 
IF the menu selection is7, THEN ask thefollowing questions: 


What type of problem do you have? 

What kind of sampling procedure is appropriate? 

Is the normality assumption appropriate? 

Is the independence assumption appropriate? 


The responses to these questions may cause other top rules to be executed, prompting the user to enter ... 
. more information about the problem. When all questions posed by the top rules have been answered', 
the system uses this information to carry oula search of the core of its knowledge. In particular,it 
determines what statistician rules are satisfied by this information. In SESSA these are called "sub
rules." Here is an example of a sub-rule used in SESSA: 

IF thetype of problem is estimation 
AND the appropriate sampling procedure is "fixed sample size" 
AND· the normality assumption is appropriate . 
AND the independence assumption is appropriate 
AND the required precision cannot be expressed as a multiple of the population variance 

. AND the variance of the,population is not known 

ANDthe. number ofobservations is .. oot .greaterthan. 30 •. 


THEN display·. the following: 

First estimate. N. Then use the following formula: N = [ sId * (tl _ a, N - 1)]2 

where 


(t
l
_ 
a

, N - 1) = tabular value of the Student's t distribution with N-l degrees of freedom . 
at the I-a probability level . . 

s =sample standard deviation 
d =allowable error 

Do you want the expert system to find a value for N (number ofobservations)'l 
I,' Enter Y orN:. 
!: The purpose of the foregoing was to illustrate what may constitute the knowledge base of a statistical 
i expert system. In addition we can see that there are different types of rules th~lt correspondto the different 
types of activities that a statisicalconsultant would engage in with a consul tee. We also realize from this. . 
illustration that the user of such a system should have a somewhat sophisticated understanding of 
statistics in order to answer the que~tions posed by the system (consultant). A statistical expert system 

I useful to that type of individual can be constructed. Clearly, however, we need to take. into accoun t the 
user's background when building the knowledge base. In particular, when we design the top rules we 
may have to include some addi tional tutorial type information that would enable the user to provide the. 
necessary information as accurately as possible. 

What we have not discussed is how the top rules and sub-rules are determined. That is, with respect 

to the design diagram in the first installment, what kind of interaction takes place between the knowledge 

engineer andthe statistician? This will be the s4bject ofthe final installment. At that time we will attempt 

to answer the question that promptedall of this. . . 
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Statistical Expert-Systems ~nd the Human Consultant 
Dol. Hand 

The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK 

(Editor's note: We are fortunate to have another contribution to the series "Statistical Expert Systems: 
Will they make Consultants Obsolete?" , this one from David Hand. Readers commtmts about the 
observations of Hand or Boncella are welcome. ) 

Not so many years ago, many research papers in the area of statistical expert systems were of the kind: 
"my system will do this - when I've built it." Needless to say, fantasies of this kind engendered a certain 
suspicion about the future of the area. Now, however, many are of the kind "my system does this - it's 
not much, but within its limits, it works." It is apparent thatprogres~,though slow and perhaps not always 
in the direction one might have predicted, is being made . 
. One can identify milestone programs which have had (or will have) a major impact on developments. 

One early one was the Bell Labs REX system (Gale, 1986) for simple regression. This was a 
demonstrator program which showed that statistical expert systems were feaSIble. -Another - current 
program is GLIMPSE (Wolstenholme and NeIder, 1986). This provides an interface to the GUM 

program for generalized linear modelling, and has reached initial stages of use. 
One of the things which characterized the more successful efforts in this direction is that they are built 

by teams, over an extended period of time, and professional statisticians are closely involved. This latter 
point is perhaps not so obvious as it might seem. As the history of conventional statistical software 
sRows, there-·is-,-a;isk-that-statistiearyrogram$-wiU-be1ievetoped~by-reseatchetS~rgrn:spijI·----'---· 
statistical theory who have nevertheless perceived the need for such systems. Thci consequences for the 
quality of the resul!ing ~ystems - and the impact onthe reputationof statistics,:, are obvlori~. The moral 
is that, whatever we statisticians feel about statistical expert systems, we must get involved in their 
development. -As has been outlined in earlier articles in this series, the majority of expert systems work 
(in general, not just in statistics) with a rule-based architecture. Things~e, however, changiJ;lg, Itis 
gradually beihgteCognizedthat rule-basedapproaches are too restrictive for consultation in general and 
for statistical consultation in particular (Coombs and Alty, 1984). The role ofthe consultant is not as a 
mere diagnostician. It goes further, filling an education role and enhancing the researcher's own 
understanding of what is going on. In statisitics the consultant is also concerned with process -'how to 
apply a technique validly and accurately - as well as with choice of design and method. (These sorts of 
observations have motivated my own interest in knowledge enhancement systems as distinct from expert 
systems (Hand, 1987).) 

Thus we see a sub-discipline that has already made some progress and is still evolving dramatically, 
suggesting a healthy evolution. Looking at current systems, what might one predict for the near future? 

Some systems will provide support and back-up for the consultant's own ideas (GLIMPSE and KENS 
can serve in this role). This use implies no threat. However, one must also expect researchers who have 
received only rudimentary statistical training to use statistical expert systems. This is potentially 
worrying - except that such people in any case use currently available statistical software. There is not 
reason to suppose that the advent of the. expei'! system will aggravate things. It is also true that the 
explanation/discussionfacilitiesofexisting systems are nowhere near yet sufficiently powerful for users 
to feel at ease with such systems. Thosewho previoosly sought'a consultant's advice will continue to 
do so. 
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. . : . . 

Of course, one should hesitate before extrapolating too far into the future. History is Jittered with 
. unfortunate scientists who declared things impossible (space flight; travelling faster than sound, etc.). 

But cOl)versely, artificial intelligence has proven (for reasons now understood) to be muchharder than 
. wasinitlally thought would be the case, 

. So I predict: for the forseeable future there will be the need for statistical consultants, meaning that' 
maybe 20~years from now there will exist systems'which can do some of the lllUndanestatistical wdr1t, 
leavihg the more interestingfor humans. And what is needed to make such. systems compete effectively 
with humans is a much better ability to find out just what the researcher's problem is - to reformulate it 
in statisticaLtennS; thisis a tough problem ..It has hardly been examined by statistical expert systems 
researchers:' . . 

Ethical Issues in Statistical,Consulting 
(Editor's note: In the last issue we began a series dealing with ethical issues in statistical consulting. 
Each installment will have the following format: A practicing consultant will describe an actual ~ituation 
he or she experienced th;lt created some type of ethical problem. We.then solicit the responses of two· 
or three other consultants, and publish those as well. We invite from our readers (1) your responses to . 
t~eseproblems, (2) description ofproblems you have encountered and (3) volunteers to respc;lnd to future 
pr9pJems . .Thefir~tiss,lle, pq~ed, by}o.Qrte: ;Bqyet',)r... of.~.M~~.$~St~te, U)1~yeI'~ity.• ~pn9~med a,gr~q'\t~. 
student consuhee who ignored Boyer'sadvice!warnings about his experiment. This problem, and the . 
~sp6n~s to it, eliciied the foll(jwing letterfromBarbOPl Mlil)n ofWright state University.). ,,' 

Dear Editor, '.. . . . . . 
I also operate in a University consulting center environmeq.t in which statistical advice is handed out' 

free of charge. Afterhaving survived several incidents similar to the one described by Boyer, I have 
developed a few defensive tactics that I am happy to share. ~e first has to do with identifying the real 
client. Although I am the first to admit that a graduate stud nt has a lot of interest tied up in hislher 
research; generally the major advisor, notthe student, is there : client. Our consulting center has a policy 
(in writing no less) that an initial consulting appointment for agraduate student will not be made unless 

. the major advisor is also present. (We occasionally bend this ~le if the advisor is someone with whom 
we have an ongoing consulting relationship or if another me~berof the student's committee is willing 
to take responsibility for being involved at this stage.) A1thoug~ some advisors scream lou41y and engage 
in various delaying tactics, they usually come through in the end. At least a large minority of them come 

. ·1 

to value our service and in fact become primary clients themselves after they get over their defensiveness 
and discover what we have to offer. '. ." t.'. . . .' 

The second tactic is "put everything in writing." One 0 us (faculty, M.S.':'level consultant, or a 
'. statistics graduate student) is made responsible for writing up a:summaryof the initial consulting session. 
In this write-up, the experiment is described, the expected dat~ collection procedure is summarized, the 

. time-table for data ~~l~e~tion and analysisesti~ated, the inten1ed ~ethods of:malysis are discus~ed,and 
.' the fuf1herresponslblhtles of both the consultmg center andthf chent are out11ned. A copy of thlsreport 
iskeptiso~rfi1esandacopyis sent to.theclient(s) with a covfr letter asking for a response if the client 
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disagrees with any of the contents or wishes. to clarify any points. The cover letter also states that this 
report is in the riature of a contract with the consulting center and that we should be infonned of any 
changes in the, experiment so that we can give our statistic~ input. Since we have started sending out 

these reports, we have had excellent responses from clients. They like getting the reports, they are quick , . . 

to respond with questions and clarifications, and they rarely present us with last minute surprises. I have 
absolutely no qualms about telling clients I will not analyze their data if they received one of these initial 

. I· .. 

reports and ignored it or made major changes without letting us know in advance. 
I. Sincerely, 

Barbara L. Mann, Director 
Statistical Consulting. Center 
Wright State University 

From the editor: 
The fall issue ofThe Statistical Consultant will mark the return ofJaniceDerr of Petm State as editor. 

Janice enjoyed a wonderful sabbatical year as a statistical consultant in England, but has now returned 
to her many duties here .. While I have very much enjoyed serving as editor, and will continue to be 
involved in the production of the newsletter, I gratefully welcome Janice back. Her talents and 
detennination have been a critical factor in both the Committee and the newsletter. 

=~thmks-'to-BilFBridges:ieff-Garfi~and:f)enms-elaso1rfurtheirttfiltributiOifSl:o-tlt~':-----··_·c~-'-'-

newsletter. Thanks,too, to the many contributors during the past year. . 
If you are planning to attend the joint statistical meetings 'ihis summer, consider attending . the 

Committee oh Statistical Consulting Education meeting on Sunday, Aug. 6at 6:30pm. As we become 
( we hope) a subsection, and quite possibly a section (if the new ASA constitution is approved), the need 
for your involvement will become even more evident. 

. . . 

In the next issue ofThe Statistical Consultant: We continue the series on expert systems and the series 
on ethical issues in consulting. 

Many thanks to those whocontributed articles for this issue. Contributions are hereby solicited; if you 
have an idea, don't wait to be asked! 
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